
 
From: Sheila Miller  
Sent: Tuesday, June 26, 2018 4:21 PM 
To: Dru Marshall (dru.marshall@ucalgary.ca) <dru.marshall@ucalgary.ca> 
Cc: Linda Dalgetty <linda.dalgetty@ucalgary.ca>; Valerie Rendell <valerie.rendell@ucalgary.ca>; 
Jacqueline Lacasse <jlacasse@ucalgary.ca>; Don Kozak <Don.Kozak@tucfa.com> 
Subject: Designation Letter and upcoming meeting 
 
Hi Dru, 
 
We have received your letter today.  
 
With all due respect, our initial take of the letter is that it continues to ignore the issues of the Faculty 
Association representing all M&Ps members (except those in confidential positions).  It simply repeats 
the intent of your previous letters, which is to conduct a narrowly defined review that does not respond 
to our issues. 
 
I was pleased to see in your letter that you are “…committed to addressing the FA’s request to designate 
all MaPs as academic staff in a timely, constructive, and efficient manner”.  Unfortunately, the letter 
then goes on to remain steadfast in its commitment to a process that does not respond to our 
concerns.  Specifically, we have pointed out that MaPs is an identifiable group, unrepresented, which 
shares a community of interest with the Faculty Association.  Your response, like the previous responses, 
seems to have dismissed this position out of hand.  Whether or not there is a review process, the big 
question (again) has been ignored and that is what we would be taking to the Labour Relations Board. 
 
On the basis of your letter, I don’t want to waste anyone’s time meeting at this time.   We will be in 
touch in due course once we determine how we will be proceeding. 
 
Regards, 
Sheila 
 
 
Sheila Miller 
Executive Director 
The Faculty Association of the University of Calgary Education Tower 1402 
2500 University Drive NW 
Calgary, Alberta T2N 1N4 
Email: sheila.miller@tucfa.com 
Phone: 403.220.5722 
Fax: 403.284.1976 
 
This communication is intended for the use of the recipient to which it is addressed, and may contain 
confidential, personal, and or privileged information.  Please contact the sender immediately if you are 
not the intended recipient of this communication, and do not copy, distribute, or take action relying on 
it.  Any communication received in error, or subsequent reply, should be deleted or destroyed. 
 
 
 


